In analogy to the Davis-Putnam procedure we develop a new procedure for computing stable models of propositional normal disjunctive logic programs, using case analysis and simpli cation. Our procedure enumerates all stable models without repetition and without the need for a minimality check. Since it is not necessary to store the set of stable models explicitly, the procedure runs in polynomial space.
Introduction
Stable models have been introduced by Gelfond and Lifschitz 6] as a semantics for logic programs. After some early approaches 10, 4] recently the interest in their computation has grown 5, 7, 11, 1] . In particular, the stable model semantics is suitable for implementing nonmonotonic deductive databases.
In this paper we present a new procedure which computes the stable models of a normal disjunctive logic program (a normal deductive database). For in nite Herbrand bases the problem is known to be infeasible in general.
There may exists continuum many stable models, and the problem of deciding whether a recursively enumerable interpretation is a stable model is 0 2 -hard 9]. Therefore we limit ourselves to the nite case, like all other currently known methods for computing stable models. This still includes the practically important case of datalog programs.
Several methods build stable models bottom-up, using clauses in the forward direction. For clauses whose premises are satis ed in a partially built interpretation, one proposition of the head is made true, which requires a case split for disjunctive clauses. The propositions of the negative premises are recorded to be false, either by collecting them in a separate set or by adding special literals to the interpretation. An interpretation is discarded if an inconsistency is detected. Sacc a and Zaniolo 10] give a procedure which nds a single stable model of a normal non-disjunctive program. Nevertheless it can easily be modi ed to allow enumerating all stable models. However, because clauses with independent assumptions may be considered in any order, a stable model may be generated many times. Fernandez and Minker 5] and Inoue et al. 7] compute stable models of normal disjunctive programs. To cope with disjunction they explicitly store sets of models in order to test for minimality, which may require exponential space in the worst case. Subrahmanian et al. 11] use case analysis on the truth or falsity of atoms to compute stable models of normal programs. Candidates for stable models are stored and explicitly tested for minimality. The well-founded semantics, which can be computed e ciently, is used to approximate the stable models; thereby the number of cases which need to be considered is reduced. Bell et al. 1] compute models of the Clarke completion comp(P) of a normal program P, which are then tested for being stable. The advantage of this approach is that techniques for solving classical satis ability problems|in their case cutting planes for integer programming problems|are well developed and e cient. Eshghi 4] uses the Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System (ATMS) for computing stable models of non-disjunctive programs. It starts with inconsistent assumptions and relaxes them until stable models are reached. Its representation of minimal sets of inconsistent assumptions (nogoods) and minimal sets of assumptions needed to derive a certain proposition (environments) may also require exponential space in the worst case.
Our procedure uses case analysis with respect to the truth-value of propositions, in analogy to Davis and Putnam 2] . This enables it to enumerate the stable models for nite propositional normal disjunctive logic programs without repetitions and without the need to explicitly test for minimality. Rather than testing afterwards, we take care to preserve minimality during computation. Each model is generated only once because cases do not overlap.
Eiter and Gottlob 3] have shown that deciding whether a stable model exists is 2 -complete in the polynomial hierarchy. Our procedure re ects this result; it uses nondeterministic polynomial time, and the disjunction rule uses SAT from NP as an oracle.
Our procedure tries to transform a normal disjunctive logic program into sets of clauses in solved form which for each proposition contain exactly one of the clauses A ! or ! A. 1 This makes determining its stable model trivial.
One-literal clauses play a special role in our procedure, since they are used to represent truth or falsity of a proposition, as speci ed by the following Case analysis and simpli cation are su cient to compute all stable models of non-disjunctive programs. For disjunctive programs only a very restricted case remains open, where the constraints specify exactly one possible stable model. It remains to test whether the disjunctions provide justi cation for all propositions constrained to true. To this end it is necessary to prove the validity of certain classical implications. Any procedure for tautology checking in classical propositional logic may be employed, for instance classical Davis-Putnam. We prove the soundness of some other rules which are not needed for completeness but which may speed up the computation, namely Tautology elimination, Factoring and Default negation. Default negation corresponds to the Purity rule of the classical Davis-Putnam procedure for the case of propositions which don't appear positively. It is our only nonmonotonic rule.
For programs without a stable model Inoue et al. 7] distinguish between inconsistent and incoherent programs. Incoherent programs are those which do not allow to derive an inconsistency, but which have no stable model for lack of justi cation. Suppose we do not use the Default negation rule. Then an incoherent program is transformed into at least one program which is reduced with respect to our rules, not solved and does not contain the empty clause. The distinction between solved forms and reduced incoherent programs will then be the only source of nonmonotonicity. If incremental computation is desired, one may store these reduced incoherent programs and resume the computation when new clauses are added.
We present our procedure as a set of rules which transform a program into a set of solved forms, which resembles the standard method for presenting uni cation algorithms. Rules are sound in the sense that they preserve the set of stable models. Subsets of the rules are shown to be complete for non-disjunctive and disjunctive programs, in the sense that for each stable model a solved form can be obtained. This presentation has several advantages. Soundness, termination and completeness can be proven with relative ease. It is made precise which transformations are necessary to achieve completeness, while more sound transformation may be used where appropriate. Any inference system between these boundaries is sound and complete. We also make precise which choices can be made eagerly, and where alternative cases have to be considered. An interpretation I is a set of propositions. I satis es a negation-free clause C, written I j = C, i Prem + (C) 6 I or Concl(C) \ I 6 = ;. I satis es a negation-free program P, written I j = P, i it satis es all clauses in P. In this case we also say that I is a model of P. The set of models of P is denoted by Mod(P). P 0 is a logical consequence of P, written P j = P 0 , if Mod(P) Mod(P 0 ). An I 2 Mod(P) is minimal if there exists no J 2 Mod(P) such that J is a proper subset of I. Min(P) denotes the set of minimal models of a program P. For a program P letP be the program where each literal A is replaced by a new propositionÃ. Analogously de neC for a clause C. Let g Prop = fÃ j A 2 Prop g. 
Transformation rules
To describe our procedure we will use transformation rules on programs. They allow to take whole program into account, which is necessary to make nonmonotonic inferences. A program will be transformed into a set of solved forms, which correspond to the programs stable models.
A program P is in solved form if it consists of clauses of form A ! or ! A with exactly one clause for each proposition A. For a program P in solved form we de ne the corresponding interpretation I P as f A j ! A 2 P g. On the other hand an interpretation I corresponds to the program in solved form P I = f ! A j A 2 I g f A ! j A 2 Prop ? I g. Lemma 3.1 Let P be a program. If P is in solved form then Stab(P) = fI P g.
A transformation relation is a subset`of Prog Prog. We write` for its re exive-transitive closure. A transformation rule r is a set of instances = P P1j:::jPn . An instance de nes a transformation relation` where P` P 0 if = P :::jP 0 j::: . To a rule r the associated transformation relation is r = S 2r` . Similarly, for a set of rules R we de ne`R= S r2R`r . We also say is an instance of R. 2 We say P is R-reduced if there exists no P 0 such that P`R P 0 . A strategy`S for R is a subrelation of`R such that if P is not R-reduced then (` ) (`S) for some instance of R. I.e., it is su cient to eagerly apply some arbitrarily chosen rule. Rules with more than one conclusion encode the control information that several alternatives must be considered, either by backtracking or in parallel.
Let`be a transformation relation, R a set of transformation rules and P a class of logic programs.`is sound if P`P 0 implies Stab(P) = 2 We do this two-step construction, since we want to keep track which instances belong to the same rule, without specifying formally how to instantiate the schemas de ning rules. S P`P 0 Stab(P 0 ).`is complete with respect to P if Stab(P) = f I P 0 j P` P 0 and P 0 is in solved formg for all P in P.`is terminating if there exists no in nite sequence P 0`P1`P2`: : : .`preserves P if P 2 P and P`P 0 implies P 0 2 P. R preserves P if`R preserves P. R is sound, terminating or complete if every strategy for R is sound, terminating or complete, respectively. A set of transformation rules R is independent with respect to P if there is no proper subset R 0 of R such that R 0 is complete with respect to P. Lemma 3.2 Let R be a set of transformation rules.
1. If`r is sound for all r in R then`R is sound. 2. R is sound if and only if` is sound for all instances of R. Proof: (1) If`r is sound for all r in R then Stab(P) = S P`rP 0 Stab(P 0 ) for all r in R. Hence S
(2) Suppose`r is sound for all r in R, then`R is sound by (1) . By de nition P`S P 0 implies P`R P 0 . Thus
On the other hand, f P 0 j P` P 0 g f P 0 j P 0`S P 0 g for some instance of R, and thus Stab(P) = S P` P 0 Stab(
For the converse, assume that R is sound, but` is not sound for some instance = P P1j:::jPn of R. Then Stab(P) 6 = S 1 i n Stab(P i ). We may choosè S such that P`S P 0 i P`r P 0 , which makes`S unsound.
4 Sound program transformations
We rst state the soundness of some general program transformation rules. Later we will use this to show soundness of the speci c transformation rules of our procedure for computing stable models.
We call clauses of form A; ? ! A; standard tautologies and clauses of form A; A; ? ! constraint tautologies. Tautologies are always satised and do not contribute to the meaning of a program. We may remove tautologies.
Tautology elimination fCg ] P P if C is a tautology.
We have two di erent inference rules for resolution. We may resolve a negative literal either with a positive or a constraint literal. In the latter case a rst approach might be the following inference rule. Factoring P fCg P if C is a factor of a clause in P. We can explain the e ect of a clause with negative loop like p ! p by observing that it can be factored to p !. Hence it constrains p to be true.
The classical Davis-Putnam procedure has a Purity-rule, which stipulates a propositions to be true if it only appears in positive positions and false if it only appears in negative positions. Since we need to preserve minimality, we can only do the latter here. In fact, if a proposition does not appear in any head of a clause it cannot be true in a stable model. 3 Default negation P fA !g P if no head of a clause in P contains A.
In contrast to the other rules in this section, Split is not an equivalence transformation on programs, but generates two programs whose combined semantics is equivalent to the original. The two cases correspond to A being either true or false. Proof: (Sketch) Except for the case of Split we have two programs P 1 and P 2 with P 1 P 2 . Given an interpretation I, one shows that I is a minimal model of GL I (P 1 ) if and only if it is a minimal model of GL I (P 2 ). This can be done by showing that J is a model of GL I (P 2 ) from the assumptions that I is a model of GL I (P 1 ), J is a not necessarily proper subset of I and J is a minimal model of GL I (P 1 ). The proof for Split is straightforward. 2 
The Davis-Putnam procedure
Factoring, Disjunction and certain Resolution transformations add clauses which subsume a clause in their premise. We may remove this clause by subsumption. In combination this yields simpli cation rules which decrease the size of the program. Moreover, we will also use Tautology elimination and Subsumption for simpli cation, and in particular subsumption with respect to one-literal clauses, as this can be implemented most e ciently. Split, Disjunction, Default negation and Constraint propagation add oneliteral clauses, thereby decreasing the number of propositions whose truth value is unknown. When proving termination, we will give this decrease precedence over the increase in size. Also, the increase in size is at most linear in the number of propositions. We call a proposition A unknown in P if it doesn't appear in a one-literal clause in P. We will show that these are complete and independent for their respective classes of programs. Note that the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation essentially uses the transformation rules GL = fSubGL; RedGLg, i.e., P P I` GL GL I (P) P I . Proof: To each program we associate a complexity measure c(P) = 2U(P)+ 2U 0 (P) + jPj where U(P) is the set of unknown propositions in P, U 0 (P) is the set of propositions A such that P neither contains A ! nor ! A and jPj is the number of literal occurrences in P. All subsumption and reduction rules, Tautology elimination and Factoring don't increase 2U(P) + 2U 0 (P) and strictly decrease jPj. Disjunction, Default negation, Split and Constraint propagation strictly decrease 2U(P) + 2U 0 (P) by at least two, while Disjunction doesn't increase jPj and Default negation, Split and Constraint propagation increase jPj by one. Thus every rule strictly decreases c(P) and every derivation in`F ull starting from P can have at most length c(P).
Subsumption-true (SubT
Since any strategy for a subset of Full is a subset of`F ull we conclude that every subset of Full is terminating. 2
Our transformation rules allow a great variety of strategies, but only a few will be reasonable in a practical sense. Tautology elimination and Factoring need to be used only at the beginning, since no rule introduces a tautology or a factorable clause. The simpli cation rules, Constraint propagation and Default negation should be used exhausively before applying Split. For the selection of the literal to use for splitting, heuristics known from classical Davis-Putnam procedures, like selecting propositions from short clauses, should be useful. We conjecture that in practice Disjunction will be applicable rarely. Since it is expensive to test its condition, it is reasonable to try it only if no other rule is applicable. In this case for a disjunction ! A 1 ; : : :; A n there exist clauses A 1 !; : : :; A n ! and a stable model can only be reached if all A i become true. We may abort a branch of our computation once the empty clause signals an inconsistency. For instance, to determine the stable models of P = f! p; q; p ! p; p; q ! rg the following would be a typical computation. We get the result Stab(P) = ffp; rgg.
The other procedures for computing stable models of disjunctive programs do a case analysis with respect to which proposition of the conclusion becomes true. As a consequence some implied proposition may also become true, and the resulting model need not be minimal. Hence they need an explicit minimality check. We do case analysis whether an atom is false or constrained to true. With a false proposition we can reduce a disjunction while preserving minimality. However, we cannot reduce a disjunction with respect to a clause A !, hence we get a residual case where all atoms in the disjunction are constrained to be true. The Disjunction rule is then used to handle this special situation. The following derivations illustrates what happens for two critical example programs. First consider P = f! p; q; p ! qg. Proof: Observe that no transformation rule introduces new literals into the conclusion.
2
Theorem 5.4 Norm is complete and independent for NProg.
Proof: To prove completeness it su ces to show that a Norm-reduced program which is not in solved form has no stable models. Then we will eventually obtain the solved forms for all stable models since every strategy has to apply some rule for non-reduced programs, and since Norm is terminating and sound.
Suppose P is Norm-reduced. Then Split assures that for every proposition A either A !, ! A or A ! is in P. Assume that for each proposition there exists one clause of form A ! or ! A, but that P is not in solved form because P contains some additional clause C. If C = 2 then Stab(P) = ; and we are done. P doesn't contain both A ! and ! A since Reductiontrue is not applicable. Hence the premise of C cannot be empty, and we can apply some rule according to the following , and all L ij are of form B or B for B in U. Then P has at most the stable model I = T U. P 1 = GL I (P) eliminates all clauses with negative literals. We will show that J = T is a model of P 1 . It satis es GL I (P T ) = P T , GL I (P F ) = P F and GL I (P U ) = ;. To see that J satis es GL I (P 0 ), observe that any clause in GL I (P 0 ) has at least one positive premise from U. We conclude that I is not minimal and Stab(P) = ;.
To If there exists a clause with k i = 0, butP f! A 1 ; : : :; A l g 6 j = f! A 1 ; : : :; ! A l g then there exists an interpretations M ofP f! A 1 ; : : :; A l g such that A j 6 2 M for some 1 j l. Because of P U all propositionsB for B in U are false in M. Let J = M \Prop, then J j = GL I (P), J (T U) nfA j g T U = I and I is not minimal. We conclude Stab(P) = ;.
For independence we augment the proof for the non-disjunctive case by programs which are (Disj ? frg)-reduced for r 2 fRedF; Disjg. All the programs of the previous proof are reduced with respect to these rules, hence they carry over to this proof. It remains to develop a procedure which is speci cally tailored to query answering. For that purpose it is not necessary to actually compute the stable models, but it su ces to test for satis ability.
Discussion
In this section we will investigate whether the theoretical advantage of our procedure using only polynomial space vs. exponential space of the other known procedures can also result in a practical advantage. Since the space is used to store the stable models or some kind of candidates, the advantage will manifest itself only if the set of stable models or the set of candidates at some intermediate stage becomes large. Most of the known examples are not of this type; they possess at most a few stable models. It is however conceivable that such examples exist and are of practical importance. For instance using default negation to express nondeterminism, as Sacc a and Zaniolo 10] suggest, would result in such a large set of stable models. Subrahmanian et al 11] also give some arti cial examples of this type. If almost all branches lead to a stable model then recomputing a large set could even be more e cient than retrieving it from (secondary) storage. If the cost of storing candidates is acceptable, other methods are probably superior. Take for instance the procedure of Subrahmanian et al 11] , which also does case analysis with respect to truth values. Because the explicit check of minimality allows stronger simpli cations in the case of assuming an atom to be true, the search space will be smaller than with our approach.
Since our current implementation is very ine cient, we cannot provide benchmarks to support these assumptions.
Conclusion
We have presented a new procedure for computing stable models of normal disjunctive logic programs. In analogy to the well-known Davis-Putnam procedure for classical propositional logic we used case analysis on the truth value of a proposition. It was crucial to allow clauses with empty heads.
Then A ! could represent that A is constrained to be true, without justifying A. Together with A ! this allowed case analysis. We have shown the soundness of several transformation rules on programs, which allow to transform a program into an equivalent one. These may be interesting in their own right, either to develop di erent procedures for reasoning with stable models, or because they provide more insight into the nature of stable semantics. For instance, Factoring allowed to notice that p ! p is equivalent to p !, hence its only e ect is to constrain p to be true. From sets of sound rules we built our procedures and showed them to be complete, in the sense that they enumerate all stable models and terminate. We showed that for completeness only a subset of the rules was needed, while the others could be useful to improve performance. An actual implementation is free to choose which of these additional rules it uses.
We presented our procedure as a set of transformation rules, which resembled the standard method for presenting uni cation algorithms. Rules were sound in the sense that they preserved the set of stable models. The method allowed for concise presentation, exible choice of a control strategy and simple correctness proofs.
